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2ABSTRACT
Fig. 1:Eastern side of reservoirs looking towards North up Burleigh Street
“A Museum of New Zealand Architecture” explores the possibility of creating 
a museum that exhibits various examples of New Zealand architecture. 
 New Zealand architecture needs more exposure in the public domain 
for its significance to be appreciated. Historical architecture in New Zealand 
is being lost as more and more buildings are being demolished regardless 
of their importance. Architecture is forever changing and developing 
new methodologies and is becoming more environmentally aware. It can 
represent a comparison between past and present examples of the art and 
some of the countries most interesting buildings demonstrate many different 
generations of architectural style which affects and enhances the sensual 
experiences and thus the primary living conditions of the inhabitants. 
 By exploring existing New Zealand architecture, its history and  
development, an attempt is made to incorporate some of these findings in 
this project. 
 Sufficient space needs to be created in the form of galleries with  
suitable viewing ramps and platforms in order that larger exhibits maybe 
viewed from appropriate angles.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The origin of the museum can be traced back to ‘collecting’, one of the oldest 
phenomena of mankind. The term ‘museum’ relates back to Mnemosyne the Greek 
goddess of memory. It was initially a research place an academy of scholars. This 
place evolved in the fourteenth century into a place that gave collections as much 
priority as study, this was called a ‘studiolo’ which in turn was replaced by collections 
gaining full priority.
 Latter as von Naredi-Rainer explains:
“This led to museums being increasingly seen as tired memories of the heavy weight 
of history burdening the present, even as mausoleums of art. Moreover, the 
advancing ‘museumization’ of cultural assets had allowed the scale of museums to 
expand…new collection  and exhibition strategies that were no longer orientated 
encyclopedically, but instead, aesthetically…Established by Wilhelm von Bode and 
later named after him as well, the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum in Berlin, opened in 1904 
was epoch-making for this museological striving toward reform, in which the 
exhibition rooms were no longer crammed with a plethora of objects, but instead, 
carefully composed arrangements of the different genres…”1
The Pompidou Centre in Paris by Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers was an 
example of a museum becoming an act of experimentation of many new ideas and 
the museum becoming a new public space engaging visitors. To attract visitors 
museums must have techniques that manages successful influx. One such technique 
uses ‘Static’ and ‘Dynamic’ spaces. Where the ‘dynamic’ are temporary 
exhibitions and ‘static’ are spaces for permanent exhibitions. Museums struggle to 
better information available on the internet i.e. ‘virtual museums’ which are becoming 
more popular. However museums have real life authenticity which is far more 
engaging and possibly is the one thing that can guarantee them a place in our society 
for the future.
1 Paul von Naredi-Rainer, Museum Buildings: A Design Manuel, trans. Fiona Green-wood (Basel: 
Birkhauser, 2004), 16..
How can exhibited architectural works be presented in a museum and how 
can this improve peoples vision and understanding of New Zealand 
architecture?
“On the whole, art should not be explained; it must be experienced.”2
It’s difficult to understand what a piece of art or architecture ‘means’ but it is 
not hard to experience their beauty.
The Christchurch earthquakes have aroused much debate regarding the city 
in the post-quake era. The role of the architect was crucial to peoples 
understanding of their importance in the reconstruction process.
It is true that to understand a project one must read a description provided 
by an architect in order to comprehend the idea behind a particular building’s 
design. But a description should be secondary to actually experiencing 
architecture itself. Tony van Raat describes this in his introduction to his 
book:
“Words are less interesting than facts, manifestos are less interesting than 
deeds, and explanations about architecture are commonly less interesting 
than architecture projects themselves. Architecture lives in experience, not in 
description…”3.
“A Museum of New Zealand Architecture” is the research topic.
Displaying is what museums have always done and still do today. It is an 
effective way of presenting art works or historical objects in a gallery setting.
An architectural museum should allow space for life size three-dimensional 
exhibitions.
2  Steen Eiler Rasmussen, Experiencing Architecture (Chicago: The MIT Press, 1964), 9.
3  Tony van Raat, Trenta Case Thirty Houses in New Zealand (Auckland: GEON, 2007), 
14.
7Fig 2: Christchurch Cathedral aftermath of earthquake
 Paul von Naredi-Rainer describes ideas such as interaction (as in 
entertainment) and why it is a problem in the design of museums today.
“For architecture, particularly because it understands itself to be an art, the 
great challenge is still to design museums that are neither dormitories nor 
entertainment centres, but instead laboritories for sensory appreciation and 
unrelenting rational, critical reflection.”4
 
 New Zealand architecture and museums will be discussed in this 
research project. The brief of the project outlines the need for a better 
understanding of architecture in New Zealand and by developing exhibition 
techniques will help create a unique museum complex.
‘Realistic’ ideas of architecture will be discussed where ‘true’ ideas 
and materials could be used to create a rational structure and sensual 
spaces. These ideas will be the background for discussion around 
the design for this museum complex.
An understanding of New Zealand architecture will help                  
acknowledge the varied layers of history of the local scene. Case studies of 
museum building types, local and overseas, will be analysed and discussed 
for their relevance. 
This project will beak away from tradition and learn from these        
important precedents. The outcome of the design process will finalise the 
ideas to achieve the solution to the research problem.
An important object of this research is to achieve a museum complex 
that will engage the public in order that they understand architecture through 
their own perception. There will be a literature survey to investigate possible 
solutions to perceived problems involving ideas in the project.
4 von Naredi-Rainer, Museum Buildings, 28.
82.0 ARCHITECTURE OF THE SENSES 
 Norberg-Schulz’s description is understandable and can be further 
emphasized by the distinction between inside and outside. The outside 
consists of ‘Man-made’ and ‘Natural’ elements. The ‘Man-made’ elements 
are identified by Norberg-Schulz as:
“…first of all ‘settlements’ of different scale, from houses and farms to villages 
and towns, and secondly ‘paths’ which connect these settlements…The 
basic property of man-made places is therefore concentration and  
enclosure. They are ‘insides’ in a full sense, which means that they ‘gather’ 
what is known. To fulfill this function they have openings that relate to the 
outside…Buildings are further more related to their environment by resting on 
the ground and rising towards the sky.”3
These elements become the ‘places’ of the environment that create the 
character of the settlement, the transformation of the landscape. The 
‘Natural’ elements are defined by Norberg-Schulz as:
“…landscape, which ought to be preserved as the main designation of 
natural places…nature forms an extended comprehensive totality, a ‘place’, 
which according to local circumstances has a particular identity.”4
The natural elements are the natural environment that creates places 
unfolding through the landscape. A place in its ‘concrete’ form 
differentiates according to the landscape, this could be called relating to 
‘context’ or having ‘a sense of place’ where the enclosure effectively is 
changed to the conditions of the environment and so the character of the 
enclosure gives the place an identity. The inside contains the ‘concrete’ 
7  Ibid., 417-18.
8  Ibid., 417.
“Experience in phenomena – sensations in space and time as distinguished from 
the perception of objects – provides a ‘pre-theoretical’ ground for architecture. 
Such perception is pre-logical i.e., it requires a suspension of prior thought. 
Phenomenology, in dealing with questions of perception, encourages us to 
experience architecture by walking though it, touching it, listening it.”1
2.1 Place
 Place can be described as the settlement of enclosure of the environment. If 
you put place and environment together you create a built environment.
 A human can identify built ‘things’ as places. This could be a house, a 
workspace and even a church. There are different functions inside these places that 
are ‘taking place’. For example in a house there could be an eating place and a 
sleeping place.
 Looking at a site or a landscape, there are boundaries that define places 
in an environment. To define an environment through identifying place is described 
by Christian Norberg-Schulz when he uses Heidegger’s theory of ‘place’ to discuss 
writing.
“A concrete term for environment is place…What, then, do we mean with the word 
‘place’? Obviously we mean something more than abstract location. We mean a 
totality made up of concrete things having material substance, shape, texture, and 
colour. Together these things determine an ‘environmental character’, which is the 
essence of place.”2
5  Steven Holl, “Ideas and Theory,” Urban Environment Design Steven Holl: The World We Live In 
072 (2013/06): 29.
6  Christian Norberg-Schulz, “The Phenomenon of Place,” in Theorizing a New Agenda for 
Architecture: An Anthology of Architectural Theory 1965-1995, ed. Kate Nesbitt et al. (New York: Princeton 
Architectural Press, 1996), 414.
9elements of everyday life. The connections between the inside and the 
outside are the openings.
 The difference between ‘enclosure’ and ‘extension’. This is the 
identification of ‘settlement’ and ‘landscape’. Norberg-Schulz describes this 
in relation to the inside and the outside:
“The outside-inside relation which is a primary aspect of concrete space, 
implies that spaces possess a varying degree of extension and enclosure. 
Whereas landscapes are distinguished by a varied, but basically 
continuous extension, settlements are enclosed entities. Settlement and 
landscape therefore have a figure-ground relationship. In general, any 
enclosure becomes manifest as a ‘figure’ in relationship to the extended 
ground of the landscape…In a wider context any enclosure becomes a 
centre, which may function as a ‘focus’ for its surroundings.”5
The description implies the determination of ‘concrete place’ which 
ideally relies on a figure and ground relationship of landscape and settlement. 
It requires the establishment of a strong figure and ground relationship for the 
enclosure and an identity for the landscape that includes all elements of the 
ground. Boundary is possibly the most important method of establishing a 
comprehensive extension and a strong figure and ground relationship. 
Norberg-Schulz describes ‘boundary’ as:
“…that, from which something begins its ‘presencing’. The boundaries of a 
built space are known as floor, wall, and ceiling. The boundaries of a 
landscape are structurally similar, and consist of ground, horizon, and sky. 
This simple structural similarity is of basic importance for the relationship 
between natural and man-made place. The enclosing properties of a 
9  Norberg-Schulz, “The Phenomenon of Place,” 419.
boundary are determined by its openings…window, door, and threshold. In general 
the boundary, and in particular the wall, makes the spatial structure visible as 
continuous and/or discontinuous extension…”6
6  Ibid., 419.
Fig 3: Stonehenge
 This shows that the boundary distinguishes all elements natural and 
man-made. The boundary does not just exist as a ‘site boundary’ but as any 
boundary between surfaces and naturally perceived spatial elements. The boundary 
of a site does not necessarily have to be a wall or a hedge, it could be a change in 
ground material or ground level. There are psychological implications that could also 
create a continuous boundary. For a wall or ceiling the boundary can have openings 
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that determine a places enclosure. Norberg-Schulz emphasizes character as:
“…Any real presence is intimately linked with a character…different actions demand 
places with a different character…Landscapes also possess character, some of 
which is of a ‘natural’ kind…In general we have to emphasize that all places have 
character…Looking at a building from this point of view, we have to consider how it 
rests on the ground and how it rises towards the sky. Particular attention has to be 
given to its lateral boundaries, or walls, which also contribute decisively to determine 
the character of the urban environment…In the boundary, thus, character and space 
come together, and we may agree with Venturi when he defines architecture as ‘the 
wall between the inside and the outside’.”7
2.2 Sight, Sound, Smell, Touch, Tranquility and Body
To experience places, sensual experience needs to be understood for it to engage 
with architecture.
 Architecture should enhance peoples senses and even imagination.
 Architecture of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries has embraced a clean 
and geometric aesthetic that has generated a visual quality of perfection and 
functionality.
 Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture focus on how  
people should experience architecture. This book first appeared in 1994 when  
deconstruction was prevailing world-wide but still has relevance today. Ideas such as 
phenomenology, the meaning of space, and the senses involved in architecture are 
described. These ideas and topics have great relevance and influence for this project.
 Juhani Pallasmaa ideas are fundamental to experiencing architecture. This 
writing will be used as a framework to discuss sensory experience in architecture.
10  Norberg-Schulz, “The Phenomenon of Place,” 420.
“The architecture of our time is turning into the retinal art of the eye. 
Architecture at large has become an art of the printed image fixed by the 
hurried eye of the camera…With the loss of tactility and the scale and details 
crafted for the human body and hand, our structures become repulsively flat, 
sharp-edged, immaterial, and unreal.”8
Pallasmaa underlines the issue of ‘sensual rejection’ by the architecture 
profession and academia in the early 1990’s. We cannot say this is not 
relevant today and nor can we say that all architecture of that period was 
unsatisfactory. For the retina of the camera Pallasmaa is suggesting that 
glass facades concentrated on large views. He wanted to change the 
direction of this trend towards the sensual qualities of architecture.  
Architecture is possibly over concentrated on the enclosure rather than the 
place.
 These senses in architecture are categorized as multi-sensory  
according to Pallasmaa:
“Every touching experience of architecture is multi-sensory; qualities of 
matter, space, and scale are measured equally by the eye, ear, nose, skin, 
tongue, skeleton and muscle. Architecture involves seven realms of sensory 
experience which interact and infuse eachother.”9
Some of these multi-sensory experiences of architecture will be discussed.
11  Juhani Pallasmaa, “An Architecture of the Seven Senses,” in Questions of Perception: 
Phenomenology of Architecture, eds. Steven Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa, and Alberto Perez-Gomez, 
29. (San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2007).
12  Pallasmaa, “An Architecture of the Seven Senses,” 30.
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Sight
Seeing and perceiving architecture through the eye is the way architecture 
is judged today. These elements that awaken the senses enhancing one’s 
vision are described in the quote from Steven Holl:
“Architecture, more fully than other art forms, engages the immediacy of our 
sensory perceptions. The passage of time; light, shadow, and transparency; 
colour phenomena, texture, material and detail all participate in the complete 
experience of architecture.”10
Sound
Hearing is the effect of the acoustic ability of the space to force the human 
ear to react with sound and produce an image of that sound in the mind. For 
an example, if a person was in a modern house the sound that echoes off 
the clean materials and finishes in the space translates to the mind as clinical. 
Pallasmaa states:
“Sight makes us solitary, whereas hearing creates a sense of connection and 
solidarity.”11
Sound connects people to events, it ignites a persons senses to the 
occasion and brings interaction and emotion to the moment. 
13  Steven Holl, “Questions of Perception – Phenomenology of Architecture,” in  
Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture, eds. Steven Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa, 
and Alberto Perez-Gomez, 41. (San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2007).
14  Pallasmaa, “An Architecture of the Seven Senses,” 31.
Fig 4: SIGHT: Voyager New Zealand Maritime Museum by Bossley Architects
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Smell
Smell is possibly the strongest sense experienced. Pallasmaa begins his description 
of smell as:
“The strongest memory of a space is often its odor…Contemporary images of 
architecture appear sterile and lifeless…”12
15  Pallasmaa, “An Architecture of the Seven Senses,” 32-33.
Fig 5: SMELL: Timber is always a powerful smell to the senses
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Touch
Touch is the reaction to matter of the humans skin. Touch gives people the 
pleasure of connecting with past generations touching the same object over 
time. Pallasmaa says:
“The door handle is the handshake of the building.”13
When entering a public building like a museum, feeling elements of rough 
textured in-situ concrete, smooth solid laminated timber and cold hollow steel 
adds to the:
“pleasurable touch of the eye.”14
Pallasmaa describes this as the unconscious connection between ‘touch’ 
and ‘sight’ that determines the architectural experience.
16  Ibid., 33.
17  Ibid., 34.
Fig 6: TOUCH: Concrete Texture no. 1 from concrete reservoir in Eden Terrace
Fig 7: TOUCH: Concrete Texture no. 2 from concrete reservoir in Eden Terrace
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Tranquility
Pallasmaa describes ‘tranquility’ as the:
“…art of petrified silence. After the clutter of building has ceased and the shouting of 
workers has died away, the building becomes a museum of awaiting, patient 
silence.”15
18  Pallasmaa, “An Architecture of the Seven Senses,” 31.
Fig 8: TRANQUILITY: Church in Italy
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Body
“The authenticity of architectural experience is grounded in the tectonic 
language of building and the comprehensibility of the act of construction to 
the senses. We behold, touch, listen and measure the world with our entire 
bodily existence and the experimental world is organized and articulated 
around the centre of the body.”16
This bodily reaction to space is about approaching, encountering and 
confronting the building, the space, object.
 Gravity generates bodily sense for architecture where the great 
buildings are built from the ground to the sky.
19  Ibid., 35.
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2.3 Space
Frances D.K. Ching describes the relationship between space and form, a 
relationship that aids to understand the creation of place as defined in the 
discussion of the writings of Norberg-Schulz earlier. Ching goes to the background 
of figure and ground practice where positive space becomes the figure and negative 
space becomes the ground:
“Together, they form an inseparable reality, unity of opposites, just as the elements of 
form and space together form the reality of architecture.”17
Gordon Cullen talks about space in relation to place and the very conscious 
experience of exposure and enclosure:
“Concerning PLACE…is concerned with our reactions to the position of our body in 
its environment. This is as simple as it appears to be. It means…that when you go 
into a room you utter to yourself the unspoken words ‘I am outside IT, I am entering 
IT, I am in the middle of IT’. At this level of consciousness we are dealing with a range 
of experience stemming from the major impacts of exposure and enclosure (which if 
taken to their morbid extremes result in the symptoms of agoraphobia and 
claustrophobia). Place a man on the edge of a 500-ft. cliff and he will have a very 
lively sense of position, put him at the end of a deep cave and he will react to the fact 
of enclosure.”18
20  Francis D.K. Ching, Form, Space & Order (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company Inc., 
1979), 110.
21  Gordon Cullen, The Concise Townscape (Oxford: Elsevier, 1971), 9-10. Fig. 9: Studio Mumbai Architects installation ‘in-between architecture’.
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2.4 Structure
The buildings structure are the pieces that connect to form a place. The creation of 
structure begins with the chosen materials that are suitable for the overall design and 
appearance of the building.
Fig 11: Jasmax and BVN Donovan Hill ASB North Wharf under construction
Space in Serial 
Vision
Fig 10: Sienna, 
Italy
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2.5 Light and Shadow
Light and Shadow can be a major factor in enhancing building’s environment.
This environment can be managed using artificial or natural light.
 Simon Unwin uses Le Corbusier as an example of the use of lighting 
techniques:
“Le Corbusier in the side chapels of Notre-Dame du Haut at Ronchamp…Using light 
‘scoops’ he illuminated the side alters with daylight softened by its reflection of white 
roughcast walls.”19
In the art galleries designed by Renzo Piano, the Menil Collection in Houston, Texas 
and the Beyeler Foundation in Riehen (Basel), Switzerland. Piano uses natural light 
to give optimal viewing conditions for the art works. Also noted is the manner in 
which Piano has developed a particular system and structure for the natural lighting 
from the roof/ceiling for each of the projects. This lighting corresponds to the type 
of sunlight conditions in each of the areas in which the museum are located. In both 
galleries there is an effort to capture Northern light.
22  Simon Unwin, Analysing Architecture, (Oxon: Routledge, 2009), 46.
Fig 12: Renzo Piano Building Workshop Menil Collection inside
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2.6 Architecture of Reality
Michael Benedikt in his book For An Architecture Of Reality talks about an 
architecture that causes an enhancement of the senses towards direct 
experience called ‘High-Realism’. This type of architecture he divides into four 
components, ‘presence’, ‘significance’, ‘materiality’ and ‘emptiness’ where 
each of them contribute to ‘realness’ independently.
20
3.1 Museum of Architecture
To date, museums exhibiting architecture have mostly lacked popularity. Examples 
of museums specifically designed to exhibit architecture are the Museum of Finnish 
Architecture, Muzeum Architektury we Wroclawiu in Poland, National Building 
Museum in Washington D.C. and the Latvian Museum of Architecture Latvia. As 
these museums were created inside existing, perhaps historic structures called  
museum implants, their design is of little value to this project. A museum in China 
called the Urban Constellation Museum of Contemporary Architecture is located in a 
former factory building and is designed to be always changing (needing flexibility) to 
reflect and promote urban culture and relies on the principles of engaging and 
educating people regarding architecture through experiencing it (Fig’s. 13 & 14) as 
Alison Furuto says:
“Our planning concept also provides for a balance between digital information and 
physical objects, both of which can convey messages to the viewer. In our planning 
concept, architecture is presented in a physical way, linking material to concepts of 
structure, architectural expression and personal perception. At the same time, we 
have proposed the use of digital technologies in two important ways. First, we 
propose to fully exploit a wide range of digital technologies as a means of assessing 
and disseminating information about the exhibits. Secondly, we propose to 
emphasize the degree to which new technologies are actually transforming 
contemporary architecture in unprecedented ways.”1
 
23  Alison Furuto, “Urban Constellation – Museum of Contemporary Architecture Exhibition Scheme 
/K/R Architects,” ArchDaily, July 29, 2012, http://www.archdaily.com/253476/urban-constellation-muse-
um-of-contemporary-architecture-exhibition-scheme-kr-architects/
3.0 PRECEDENTS
Fig 13: 
Urban 
Constellation- 
Contemporary 
Architecture  
Museum
Fig 14: Urban 
Constellation - K/R/ 
Architects
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3.2 Precedent Typologies
Flexible Container
This typology is a modification such as Mies van der Rohe’s Neue  
Nationalgalerie of 1968, consisting of large flexible spaces like ‘architectural 
factories’ fit for any type of exhibition. This was modified by Piano & Rogers in 
1971 in the Pompidou Centre, allowing many floors of flexibility and increased 
space with all main circulation placed outside as an ‘exo-structure’. Fig. 15.
Fig 15: Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers, Pompidou Centre, Paris, 1977
Museum as a City
The ‘museum as a city’ was a concept used throughout the 1980’s and into the 
1990’s. It addressed formal and abstract qualities to mould a ‘city within a city’. The 
museum is complex in this typology. Marotta describes this in relation to James  
Stirling’s Neue Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart Germany completed in 1984:
“In the post-modern climate of the 80’s we see a transition from the city-museum to 
the museum-city, where the museum itself becomes a kind of citadel – a complex im-
age of solids and voids, with components of public space included within it. A vision 
of the museum developed as a reverse image of the city.”2 (Fig. 16)
24  Antonello Marotta, “Typology Quarterly: Museums,” Architectural Review, 233, no. 1391, (2012), 
http://www.architectural-review.com/essays/typology-quarterly-museum/8640202.article
Fig 16: James Stirling, Neue Staatsgalerie Stuttgart 1984
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Museum Implant
The museum is created in or added to an existing building. The technique of  
implanting or insertion. This typology commonly targets industrial buildings or disused 
sites. Fig. 17.
Fig 17: Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle, Mill City Museum, 
Minneapolis, 2004.
Museum Landscape
The museum design responds to the landscape and develops a ‘sense 
of place’ with its location. Theories of Christian Norberg-Schulz based on 
‘place’ were in influential in this recent trend of museum building. The building 
creates a relationship with its environment. Fig. 18.
Fig 18: Giovanni Maciocco, Anglona Paleobotanical Park, 2008.
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3.3 Case Study 1: Auckland War Memorial Museum
The sensual experience of Auckland Museum is immediately engaged when  
approaching it from the Auckland Domain. Its Portland stone surface provides 
a beautiful contrast to the natural landscape of the Domain. The incredible 
presence of the great Doric columns is experienced when walking up to the 
Northern entry.  
This is New Zealand’s St. Peters. The main lobby on this Northern side is  
characterized by Ionic columns and ceiling three levels in height to a glass 
roof. The effect of sound and light in this space emphasized by the vertical 
has presence. The ‘free-plan’ design meant that there was no control of  
circulation around the museum. Fig’s. 19 & 21.  
Fig 19: Museum North Atrium and Ionic
            Columns
Fig 20: Maori meeting house exhibitionFig. 21: Plan Diagram
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3.4 Case Study 2: Voyager New Zealand Maritime Museum 
 
The Voyager New Zealand Maritime Museum in Auckland was originally opened in 
1993 by Dr. Rodney Wilson. 
 The exhibition spaces have been designed for levels of intimacy, lower  
spaces for smaller boats and uplifted spaces for larger ones. Smaller boats  
underneath the balconies and floor levels, and an extreme uplift occurs to  
accommodate ‘Black Magic’ a larger boat. The new ramp extension is a gallery of 
old racing yachts and induces a simple and clever experience feeling as if one being 
upward over the sea. Fig’s 22, 23 & 24. 
Fig 22: ‘Black Magic’ Exhibition space much 
larger in scale than compared with smaller 
boats spaces Fig 23: Looking back down ramp,
Fig. 24: Sectional Diagram
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3.5 Case Study 3: MOTAT Aviation Display Hall 
 
The MOTAT Aviation Display Hall is a new museum for the display of  
historic aviation in New Zealand. The structure is a timber radiata LVL 
box-portal frame system and is covered by a translucent plexiglass skin on its 
Northern side. Inside the exhibition hall on the South side there is a  
mezzanine floor which provides an area where one can view the planes from 
above but also acts a small gallery for memorabilia being exhibited. People 
can view the gallery at the same time as the airplanes. 
Fig 25: Exhibition is free plan some planes fly up in the sky meeting with people viewing from the
           mezzanine floor shown in the distance. Large timber structure shown.
Fig. 26: Sectional Diagram 
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3.6 Case Study 4: The British Museum
In 1994 Foster & Associates won a competition to re-design the courtyard and add 
new exhibition spaces to this Classical Revival type building designed by Sir Robert 
Smirke. Norman Foster came up with the idea of providing a public thoroughfare 
through the centre of the building attracting people through the museum. Fig. 29. The 
whole Great Court was covered with a transparent roof which creates a space that 
lets in adequate natural light and at the same time controls glare. The building also 
features new underground exhibition spaces and an auditorium. 
Fig 27: Picture of the Great Court from above and transparent roof structure
Fig 28: Picture of Great Court with Reading Room in the centre, where the court is a public 
thoroughfare too
Fig. 29: Section along thoroughfare
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3.0 NEW ZEALAND ARCHITECTURE
This page has intentionally been left blank
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4.1 SITE 
 
4.1.1 Site Selection
To specify a particular site there needs to be some considerations for this museum 
building. The building will be available to the public and accessible to New Zealand’s 
architecture institutions. This will demand a site that is highly identifiable by the public 
and provides easy access for public transport. By referring to the “NZIA Inc. Directory 
of NZIA Practices 2014”, located in the Architecture NZ no. 2 2014 journal, the  
statement above will be confirmed with accurate statistics. 
 The number of registered NZIA practices of each of the three major city’s in 
New Zealand have been shown in the table below:
4.0 DESIGN PROCESS
Major City: No. of Practices:
Auckland 240
Wellington 129
Christchurch 81
Total Practices in NZ 638
 
  The table above shows that Auckland has the largest number of practices 
in New Zealand, almost double with those in Wellington. Wellington contains Victoria 
University, Faculty of Architecture and Design and the NZRAB office, and it is at the 
most central point of New Zealand. In Auckland the three major establishments are 
the NZIA, which currently resides in Zurich House, the University of Auckland School 
of Architecture and Planning and the Unitec Department of Architecture.
  Auckland city is the preferred location to establish the project, not 
just because of the data shown to the left but also because of some general 
reasons suiting the research intention. 
These general reasons are:
-       The museum building will need a specific site type favourable to the 
public, proximity to public transport and to New Zealand’s architecture  
institutes.
-       Auckland city is New Zealand’s largest and as a result there are areas 
throughout the city and its surrounds where there is vacant land.
 The four sites selected are discussed on page. 31, following the two location 
maps.
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Architecture practices and institutions 
plotted in Auckland. The most dense 
area of nodes and lines intersected was 
the deciding factor for where the site was 
going to be located.
Key:
Architecture Practices
Institutions:
- New Zealand Institute of Architects
- University of Auckland School of 
   Archtecture and Planning
- Unitec Department of Architecture
               Fig. 30.
Auckland
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Auckland - Selected Sites
1. Downtown Auckland 
Waterfront
2. ‘The Strand’, Parnell
3.Eden Terrace, Symonds 
Street/Khyber Pass
4. Southdown, Old Freezing 
Works building
The sites selected (Fig.31) were chosen for their, size, significance, 
presence, position, proximity from architecture institutions, practices and 
public transport, views and overall location.
 
Fig. 31
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3.     The positive qualities of this 
site result from its close location 
to central Auckland and it is  
situated up the hill at the end of 
Symonds Street where all the 
motorways can be easily  
accessed via Grafton and  
Newton. The proposed Metro 
Rail link has a station close by 
in Eden Terrace. The site has 
the Mt. Eden Train Station near 
by and has beautiful views over 
Auckland. The area is certainly 
adequate and the option of  
reusing the existing concrete  
reservoirs is an attractive feature.
Fig 32. Fig 33. Fig. 34. Fig. 35.
 1.     This site selection area 
encompasses the whole of 
Auckland’s waterfront. The sea 
is one of the more important 
aspects of Auckland and so it 
was thought that integrating it 
was important to the project. 
The site will be close to  
Britomart which is a popular 
place for the public and  
tourism. The site has Britomart 
train station and a main inner 
city bus depot close by. It is 
also close to dense areas of 
architectural practices and the 
current NZIA HQ. The site area 
was thought to be insufficient 
and as a lot of development is 
occurring on Auckland’s  
waterfront is probably  
unsuitable.
2. This site was the initial 
site analysed and developed 
into an initial design (see p.98). 
The positive qualities of this site 
were it had adequate access to 
public transport such as a train 
system. It was perfectly  
situated within the plotted 
diagram, where it was between 
the two most dense areas of 
architecture practices and was 
close to the NZIA and UoA. 
One problem was that it was 
adjacent to a main arterial 
route leading to the Auckland 
motorways and to the Ports 
of Auckland. This meant that it 
was certainly not a pedestrian 
friendly area. This is a good 
enough reason to make the site 
inadequate.
4. The sites positive  
qualities are that it is located 
next to the railway for easy 
public transport. It is a large old 
industrial building that has great 
character. The site area was 
certainly adequate and if used 
could rejuvenate the area. The 
problems are that it is far away 
from most architectural practices 
and architectural institutions in 
Auckland. The area is industrial 
and may hold little attraction for 
the general public.
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Symonds Street, Alex 
Evans Street and 
Southern Motorway 
intersection, access 
from North, Central, 
Central East, West 
East, South, and West 
Auckland.
High Rise building, 
approx. 12 floors and 
2.7m stud height = 
32.4m high + approx. 
5.5m 2 level plant 
room = 37.9m high 
total. This building 
interrupts view, but not 
high enough to cast 
shadow over site.
Views to Auckland 
CBD, the Waitemata 
Harbour, and North 
Shore.
Old retail buildings.
Symonds Street and 
Khyber Pass
intersection, access 
from North, Central, 
Central East, West, 
East, South and West 
Auckland.
Auckland Transports 
proposed City Rail 
Link Newton Station 
around this area in 
blue, across road from 
site.
Views to Waitemata 
Harbour, Herne Bay, 
St. Mary’s Bay & Pt. 
Chevalier.
New North Road, 
Symonds Street, Mt. 
Eden Road 
intersection, access 
from West, Central 
West and Central East 
Auckland.
Views to the
Waitakere Ranges
Mt. Eden Railway 
Station
Views to Devonport, 
Rangitoto Island and the 
Hauraki Gulf.
Grafton Road and 
Khyber Pass 
Intersection, access 
from Central, Central 
East and East 
Auckland.
Site outlined in Red.
Views to the Hunua 
Ranges
Mt. Eden Road and 
Boston Road 
intersection, access 
from Central West, 
South, East and West 
Auckland.
Views to Mt. Eden
4.1.2 Site Analysis
Fig 36.
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12 noon
6am6pm
9am3pm
Sunlight Diagram
W E
N
The site has a North East/East 
-West/South West orientation. 
One side gets North and East 
sunlight and the other gets West 
and North West sunlight.
This divides spaces into specific 
places of the site for their correct 
function during the day.
Fig 37.
N
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Site Area=
11 769.3m2
Fig. 38. Site Coverage
Fig 39.
N
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The site is surrounded by large concrete reservoirs that are part of the city’s main 
water supply. A group of old shops wrap around the North West corner. Next to the 
shops on the East and West sides are old Neo-Classical buildings. At the South West 
end next to the car park is the old Galbraiths building. Also next to this building is the 
old Khyber Pump Station designed by Auckland City Council architect Tibor K.  
Donner and is believed to be still in use. On the opposite side of Symonds Street 
there are a string of shops that present beyond them a beautiful view over the  
Waitemata Harbour. On the North West aspect across the junction where Mt. Eden 
Road and Symonds Street merge are a group of older shops. The site includes two 
of the four large concrete reservoirs, the other two sit behind the site on the Eastern 
side. On the East side over Burleigh Street sits an old timber church with a beautifully  
proportioned tall spire, a view of which will be retained. Across Khyber Pass to the 
North is a selection of commercial and one story retail buildings. There is a  
Neo-Romanesque apartment building wrapping the corner of Symonds Street and 
Khyber Pass and next to this building is a 12 level commercial office structure that is 
truly an eyesore.
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1.
2.
3. 4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Key:
             Surrounding Buildings
             Buildings part of site
4.1.3 Photographic Survey
Fig. 40.
N
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
16. 17. 18. 19. 20.
Fig. 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60.
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Fig. 61.
4.2 Initial design
The initial design was an exploration of conceptual sketches concerning the access 
and entry with consideration of views, sunlight and function. Ideas discovered from 
New Zealand architecture and data collection resulted in research into: variations of 
the use of light, ‘indoor- outdoor’ atmosphere, Maori Pa construction, and breaking 
into the concrete reservoirs. 
 Fig. 61 is an important sketch because it shows most of the elements 
explored prior to the design process development. It shows elements of ‘dark’ and 
‘light’ as exhibited in traditional Pacific ‘stick’ construction. Maori Pa’s were  
slightly submerged and this idea was utilized in designing the museum complex  
below ground thus saving space above.  
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Fig . 62.
N
 The first concept was building a structure within the available area 
and the possibility of it wrapping around the reservoirs. The existing buildings 
were chosen for possible points of entry. Focal points were addressed to help 
determine the entry and thus connect back to the axis. Focal points in  
Fig. 62 are the North positioned Classical bank building, the corner car park, 
the restaurant and apartment building, the Galbraith’s building, and the centre 
of the large empty rectangular space between the reservoirs.  
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Fig. 63 is a small sectional sketch through the East West axis of the complex  
showing an initial proposition using the highest point of the site following Maori pa 
concepts but avoiding light and view obstructions to surrounding buildings.
Fig. 63.
 Early treatment of entry and circulation through the spaces was vital in the 
initial design of the museum where Fig. 64 shows positioning of the entry on 
Symonds Street in order to attract and lead people through the building. 
 The upward pointing arrows show the vertical circulation leading up 
to views and entering the gallery spaces.
Fig. 64.
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Fig. 66.
 An entry including a pit along side exhibiting architecture was explored and  
discarded. Fig. 65 
 Three typologies of New Zealand architecture were sketched from 
memory to help establish the way spaces were used in relation to the  
environment.
 1.     The top sketch is an ‘indoor – outdoor’ typology incorporating a  
modern form  of lightweight construction which is more typical in the  
Northern region of New Zealand.
2.     The middle sketch shows a typology found more in the Southern  
regions of New Zealand with thicker massed walls and smaller openings.
3.     The bottom sketch is of a Maori pa with rampart, stockade, fosse and 
terraced village behind.
 
Fig. 65
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The Maori pa typology was influential to the design of this project and will be 
analyised with research into Elsdon Best’s book The Pa Maori.  
The Indigenous Maori created their villages utilising land forms on what is known as 
a ‘pa’ site. Elsdon Best states that ‘pa Mãori’ can be described as a ‘native fortified 
place’, and a safe retreat place for its inhabitants. The construction of these pa’s will 
be described from this quote from Elsdon Best: 
“In studying the fortified positions constructed by the old time Maori, regularity of 
design must not be expected. The Maori engineer was no disciple of Vauban, he 
followed no hard and fast system of fortification, he did not mark out his lines of 
defence from prepared plans…He simply selected a suitable site, then studied its 
contour lines and surroundings, until, with no help of pen or paper, he had grasped 
the solution of the problem, and worked out his plan. He then proceeded to mark 
the lines of scarp and fosse, of rampart and stockade, after which he set his men to 
work and superintended their labours. At certain weak places he threw in an extra 
stockade or fosse, or erected an elevated platform to command it. The entrance 
passage he laid off by narrow and tortuous ways flanked by strong defenses. 
According to the contour of the ground, and relative levels, he devised a defense of 
scarp and stockade, or of fosse and parapet. He cunningly carved a hill into terraces 
of unequal sizes and levels, each of which became a defensive area in itself. The 
easiest approach to that fort possessed the strongest defences, and for an enemy to 
reach the summit area meant most strenuous fighting to reduce the various fortified 
sub-divisions”1.
25   Elsdon Best, The Pa Maori, an Account of the Fortified Villages of the Maori in Pre-European 
and Modern Times (Wellington: Whitcombe and Tombs Ltd., 1927) 16-17.
Fig 68: Plan of Stockade Village
Fig 69:
The Wita Barrier, a form of 
braced stockade
Fig 70: A Fortified Village 
showing its platform 
structures
Fig 67: Section of 
a Maori pa
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4.3 Programme 
 
Brief:
-Museum Complex for architecture, space for large exhibitions and, with 
connections to gallery and flexibility for change.
 -NZIA Headquarters providing space for offices, conferences, presentations,  
research, work shops, and a better public connection with New Zealand 
architecture.
 -It also would provide resources for the further education of students and 
architects for displaying projects, providing research spaces and a library.
Spatial Requirements:
Museum:
     
Entrance/Lobby/Foyer:   700m2 
Adminstration:
Offices:
Conference Room:
Staff Room:
Toilets:
Public Toilets:
Library:    1350m2                                   
Auditorium:   300m2
Permanent Exhibition Space: 3000m2
Temporary Exhibition Space: 1500m2
Gallery/Primary Circulation: 
Shop:     300m2
Kid’s Play Space:   150m2
Cafe’     450m2
Storage:    4500m2
Vertical Circulation   
    
NZIA Headquarters:
Entrance/Lobby/Foyer:
Staff Room
Bar:
Auditorium:    200m2
Workshop:    900m2
Administration:
Research Spaces:  
Offices:     684m2
Conference Room:   300m2
Vertical Circulation:
Toilets:
The following part of the design process is based around:
6.4  Form 
6.5  Access + Entry 
6.6  Exhibitions 
6.7  Gallery + Circulation 
6.8  Plan – Section – Elevation 
6.9 Developed Design 
6.10 Design Outcome
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 4.4 Form
Fig. 71 shows a laser cut 1:500 scale cardboard model necessary to view the overall 
site topography allowing models of the museum positioned showing their relevance 
to the site.
Fig. 71.
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Mass-modeling was chosen as the most efficient and effective method of  
experimenting with form. Coloured sponges were chosen, blue representing 
the museum complex and yellow the immediate existing buildings.  
 These mass models were also created on a scale of 1:500. 
 Early attempts at design included using the central reservoir as an 
exhibition courtyard with an entry off Symonds Street; modifications involving 
the improvement of natural lighting, a pedestrian entry and car park access 
off Burleigh Street. Fig’s. 72, 73 and 74.
Fig. 72: Main Entry.
Fig. 73.
Fig. 74: Pedestrian entry and carpark access off Burleigh Street.
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 In order to give the entries more prominence and having read Christopher  
Alexander’s A Pattern Language, three entries were established, the main  
entrance on Symonds Street (1) (Fig. 75), an NZIA entry on the Northern side 
(2), and a third entry on Burleigh Street (3). Also the issue of sunlight in the 
central open courtyard was improved and the North-East reservoir was to be 
an exhibition space. A main circulation system was devised for better access 
to the exhibits. Fig. 76.
Fig. 76.
An early vision of the main entry at Symonds Street. Fig. 75.
1
2
3
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Fig. 78.
Fig. 77.
Forms were reduced in size in such a way to create more coherent spaces 
where this would allow more natural light and better vision throughout the 
complex. Fig. 77.
 When it was discovered the reservoirs had a basement (pit), this was 
shown in the contour model and the museum was massed around and over 
the pit. Fig. 78. This idea was rejected as the basement was instead used for 
storage. Latter on, the North East reservoir would use its underground area 
for exhibition space. Fig. 78 shows how on the South Western side on Mt. 
Eden Road the building was reduced in height to allow more sunlight on to 
the existing adjacent Galbraith’s building (1).
1
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4.5 Access/Entry
Access/Entry was an extensively explored part of the design process as this element 
is critical to successful functioning of the museum complex. More than one entry 
is necessary to solve problems such as pedestrian congestion. Access could even 
mean opening up part of the museum as a public thoroughfare to get from one side 
to the other. Two existing buildings were chosen as points of entry. The North  
positioned Neo-Classical bank building pictured in Fig. 79 and the Neo-Classical 
restaurant building pictured in Fig. 80. The latter shows the access to the existing car 
park in the site that will become part of the new main entry.
Fig. 79.
Fig. 80.
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Various sketches of entrance concepts were made before the final design 
was confirmed incorporating the replication of the concrete columns found in 
the reservoir. Fig. 81.
Fig. 81.
The entrance was developed from mass modeling. The resulting sketch uses the 
form of the ‘sponge’ entrance making it more lively and realistic. This sketch shows 
how the form creates and indoor – outdoor passage between the existing building 
an the new one. The new building sits over the top of the existing building where it 
becomes a gallery and displays an elevated façade and focal point. Fig. 82.
Fig. 82.
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The main entry design was influenced by the lines and shapes of the  
adjacent existing building to produce an aesthetic and form that has 
presence and sensuality. The columns in the reservoir look like concrete 
fins. These concrete columns replicated in a larger form were used in the 
new structure adjacent to the existing building. They sit grounded and rise 
towards the sky almost as though they are never ending and appear  
unfinished. This is engaging architecture, with its roots going back to  
Michael Benedikts For an Architecture of Reality, ‘high realism’  
architecture and Norberg-Schulz’s theories of ‘place’. The entry was  
designed because there is not enough space for a larger atrium in the  
existing building. The existing building was opened out to the new  
structure whilst retaining the original point of entry at the existing building. 
The width of the concrete fins is exactly the same as that of the windows 
in the existing building. The timber cross members between the large 
concrete fins are the same height as the windows and front door of the 
existing building. Fig’s 83, 84 and 85.
Fig. 83.
Fig. 85.
Fig. 84.
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The entry was then spatially designed to accommodate part of the lobby/
atrium, a staff room and conference rooms on the first floor and offices on the 
third floor. The new entrance structure was incorporated by opening into the 
South side of the existing building.
 A sensual effect was achieved by pulling the floor plates back from 
the existing Eastern wall to allow light to pass right down the building  
diffusing light on to the textured wall. The roof would be partly glassed to 
enhance this effect.
 Fig. 86 can be further explained by using Fig. 87 where the  
connection is shown in this diagrammatic section. This figure also shows how 
sunlight penetrates the atrium space via a specially constructed glass roof 
with a louvre system to control light.
 The access to the building had to be re-addressed. Using an idea 
derived from the Great Court at the British Museum by Foster and Associates 
where the building works as a thoroughfare for the public.
This means a person could walk through the main entrance, through the  
central temporary exhibition courtyard, and out between the North East  
exhibition reservoir and the neighbouring one. See Fig.88
Fig. 86.
Fig. 87.
Fig. 88.
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Fig. 89 shows the concrete wall of the central existing reservoir. 
The decision was made to use more concrete fins along the boundary of the site to 
Symonds Street and Mt. Eden Road thus enlarging the atrium and adding to its visual 
effect as well as providing a roof structure sheltering the atrium.
In front of the reservoir’s concrete wall sits the administration area for the ticket booth 
and administration desks. This produces a much larger entrance which is more in 
keeping with the rest of the complex.
The influence in Maori fortification design is depicted by the use of arrhythmic  
undulating pattern of the concrete fins. See Fig. 90.
Fig. 89.
Fig. 90.
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4.6 Exhibition
The exhibition spaces of this museum were the most difficult to design.
For exhibition purposes it was intended to provide ‘permanent’ and  
‘temporary’ spaces. These spaces make up the largest area of the  
complex. Fig. 91 shows the central temporary exhibition courtyard between 
the reservoirs. This is a very interesting and exciting space where the  
reservoir walls provide strong boundaries and the church in the background 
serves as a beautiful backdrop. 
Fig. 91.
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Exhibitions of ‘extinct’ New Zealand architecture were incorporated as permanent 
exhibits. These included incomplete and large life size parts of buildings using original 
materials. Fig. 92 shows it was originally thought smaller gallery objects such as 
models, artifacts, pictures, and drawings could be displayed under an enclosed area 
with a lower ceiling height. Fig. 93 shows the structure of the North- East reservoir 
exhibition space. The timber superstructure built over the existing neo-classical bank 
completely enclosing it is shown in the background. This will be the NZIA  
headquarters area. The existing concrete reservoir is shown in section as being  
partially buried.
Fig. 92.
Fig. 93.
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The exhibition storage space was designed using the existing pit of the  
central reservoir.  
 Three ways of addressing exhibition design were sketched and 
analysed as shown in Fig. 94. The first being a longitudinal flexible exhibition 
space. The second of permanent nature is designed to accommodate  
specific exhibits. The third emphasizes vertical space. This would allow  
permanent and temporary exhibitions where platforms can be arranged at 
various levels to house particular exhibits. A typical longitudinal flexible  
exhibition space has limited value as architecture often requires exhibition of 
height. A type of Pacific influenced roof form was designed as floating over 
the exhibition spaces supported by heavy ‘stick’ construction including  
timber machined poles and laminated veneer lumber.
Parts of this roof were glazed to allow natural light which further encourages 
the idea of New Zealand architecture using indoor and outdoor space.
Fig. 94.
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4.7 Gallery + Circulation
Gallery and circulation were designed to provide maximum use of platforms and 
ramps in an efficient manner. Ramps had to be included in the complex to allow 
wheelchair access as well as providing ease of walking.
Three points addressing the gallery and circulation section of the design process are 
mandatory.1. A ‘Free-plan’ circulation system where people have uncontrolled passage 
within the complex is more suitable to New Zealand architecture. (Where 
people generally have freedom.)2. A primary circulation route involving galleries was designed in order that  
people were free to explore whilst not getting lost.3. The complex is designed so that people know exactly where they are at all 
times in the museum. 
Fig. 95 shows an example of a developed design of the primary circulation gallery 
ramp at the North East reservoir end.
Fig. 95.
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Fig. 96.
Fig. 96 is an early sketch of the circulation/gallery concept where it shows a perched 
space above the exhibition areas allowing use of the ramps, platforms and galleries 
for the viewing of exhibits. The sketch also shows the circulation route between the 
two reservoirs elevated above the large central courtyard.
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The form in Fig. 96 was regarded as being too conservative thus the circulation and 
galleries were redesigned using triangular forms arising from the ground derived from 
Pacific customs. (An idea from perched stick construction.)
 Towers as depicted in Fig. 97 & 98, acting as viewing galleries were  
considered for aesthetic and structural reasons but this would have resulted in an 
unwieldy architectural edifice.
Fig. 97.Fig. 98.
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The museum design was incorporated within a dimensioned plan including the  
galleries. The gallery form progressed from a separated structure perched over the 
exhibition spaces to one that was more integrated with the exhibition spaces. The 
gallery became a large ramp that passed from the South West corner down to the 
North East corner of the complex. This gallery is two levels high and starts at levels 
two and three on the South West side where level two connects to a library. One 
ramp from level two finishes on level one on the North East side connecting it to the 
exhibition space. A further ramp connects level 3 with level 2 over the latter. These 
gallery/ramps (Fig. 99) wrap their way around the exhibition spaces which would 
otherwise interrupt the primary circulation. This creates an incredible spatial  
experience. Fig. 100 displays a perspective sketch of the gallery/ramp concept.
The public traversing this very long gallery/ramp will tend to make them look back in 
the direction they have come which is a natural human trait. Fig. 101.
The design successfully uses the primary circulation, galleries and exhibition spaces 
thus enhancing the exhibits to further engage visitors.
Fig. 99.
Fig. 100.
Fig. 101.
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Fig. 102 is a sketch plan of the circulation/gallery/ramp. The central temporary  
exhibition courtyard between the concrete reservoirs needs adequate natural light 
over its proposed glass roof. The gallery ramp would block a lot of Northern and 
Eastern sunlight from this space because its large floor plate will cover part of this 
area. The solution was to take a large piece of the ramp away in this area resulting in 
a narrower bridge still in the same position, direction and slope. This means there will 
be less effect on natural light coming into the central courtyard. The bridge and the 
circulation ramp can be seen in perspective shown in Fig. 103.
Fig. 102.
Fig. 103.
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4.8 Plan-Section-Elevation
The plans, sections and elevations are mainly integrated within the developed 
design phase. The plans were formulated by reference to elements from 
Francis D. K. Ching’s book Form, Space & Order in the chapters of  
‘Hierarchy’, ‘Size’, ‘Shape’, ‘Placement’, ‘Datum’, ‘Line’, ‘Place’, ‘Volume’, 
‘Repetition’, and ‘Transformation’. These helped determine the form of the 
plan in response to the desired spaces for the project. First spatial diagrams 
were made to address the spaces and their relationships. All spaces were 
also created in response to a lot of the ideas and designs already discussed. 
A birds eye view of the site is shown in Fig. 104. 
Fig. 104.
N
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Fig. 105. Fig. 106.
Fig. 105 is a site diagram of which planning of the complex was initiated. This  
indicates where the large exhibition spaces, entry, main circulation, temporary  
exhibition space and axis are. An initial spatial diagram was created after several 
attempts. This particular diagram (Fig. 106) is a bit vague but was good enough to 
work from in terms of spatial connections and relationships.
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The plans started with the axis of the central to North East reservoirs which 
were linked via a long component that was envisaged to be a gallery space. 
The other axis were the North South that was in line with the neo-classical 
bank, the South West that follows the South West orientation of the existing 
car park and wall of the central reservoir and the East West axis which lines 
up with the existing neo-classical restaurant building and passes through the 
central courtyard between the reservoirs. Fig’s. 107-111.
N
Fig. 107. Fig. 109.
Fig. 110. Fig. 111.
Fig. 108.
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Fig. 113.
Fig. 114.
Fig. 115.Fig. 112.
The plan was developed into a more ‘concrete’ form from the emphasis concerning 
datum around axis where those axis were exaggerated by pushing and pulling new 
forms. The large central exhibition pit can be seen within the concrete reservoir. Fig. 
113.
A section was drawn from this plan (Fig. 113) using the concept (Fig. 112) of  
underground space and Pacific influenced roof design (as was used in Maori defence 
methods) which would ultimately be used for exhibition and storage. Fig. 114.
Fig. 115 shows an interesting roof structure extrapolated from Fig. 114 which shelters 
the exhibition spaces.
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It was decided that the plan was too formal and the forms and spaces 
needed to be broken using the axis and the new abstract section forms 
generated. Fig. 115. This started with a new diagrammatic plan and the other 
three plans incorporated the abstraction. The central reservoir was divided 
to generate a more broken form that would be interesting in terms of spatial 
exploration through and around the exhibition spaces. It was also thought 
initially that the North East/South West axis would break out of the other side 
of the North East reservoir to create a strong connection from one side to the 
other. This would be the strongest axis. Fig’s. 116-119.
N
Fig. 116.
Fig. 117. Fig. 118. Fig. 119.
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N
Fig. 120.
Fig. 121.
Fig. 122,
Fig. 123.
Fig. 124.
Fig. 125.
The first rendition of the plans (Fig. 125) was produced at a 1:500 scale.
The museum worked as an ‘abstract city type’ in this concept where the axis was  
manipulated by the datum. The focal points were positioned at the East and North 
entries and the Western entry/atrium to the large central temporary exhibition  
courtyard. The axis of primary circulation was created out of the pathways that  
dissect the plan. Many drawings of passages were tried, to obtain an efficient and 
fluent circulation as envisioned in Gordon Cullen’s ‘serial vision’ concept. The  
permanent exhibition spaces were located in both the Central and North East  
reservoirs. The shape was taking its form from an abstraction of the site in its relation 
to context. The four elevations (Fig’s. 121-124) were chosen from the site plan (Fig. 
119). The viewing towers were exaggerated by using an abstraction of overlaying 
layers creating highly interesting roof forms and replicating them to create 
extreme underground exhibition and storage spaces. These were re-drawn in 
Fig. 125 to give the plan and elevation more coherence. The sectional  
elevation (Fig. 120) is taken along the East West aspect of the plan through 
the North East reservoir exhibition space. The concrete post and beam  
reservoir structure is shown (Fig. 120) as are also the mono-pitch roof forms.
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A 1:500 section (Fig. 126) was drawn along the North South axis (Fig. 125) cutting 
through the central and North East reservoirs. The triangular forms were meant to be 
the roof structures that cap off the vertical circulation/gallery towers. These provide 
nice breaks and junctions in the overall roof form as well relating to the contour of 
land.
 The semi-circular roof over the central temporary exhibition courtyard would  
eventually be of glass construction. This section is experimental and not completely 
resolved but has significant beauty and form which will be carried through the design 
process. The roof and primary circulation is treated separately from the concrete 
reservoir structures.
Fig. 126.
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N
Fig. 127.
Fig. 128.
The plan (Fig. 127) was developed from the previous plan (Fig. 125) and made more 
coherent with larger spaces more adequate for exhibitions. The new concrete  
fin/column façade entry was introduced in this rendition and used to extend from the 
existing neo-classical restaurant building creating spatial significance in the atrium. 
It created a sense of being ‘indoor-outdoor’. The entry area with its very high space 
would create a sense of presence and tranquility. More connections between axis 
and space to make the plan more functional utilizing also the grid line of the concrete 
fins were produced. It was an attempt to link everything together. The central  
reservoir exhibition space was raised several levels to give a city and courtyard effect. 
The neo-classical bank building was to contain the NZIA headquarters entry which 
were in part of the North East reservoir. The East side provides entry to the  
underground car park as well as pedestrian traffic. The plan was looking more 
connected as the reservoirs became joined together around the central temporary 
exhibition courtyard (Fig. 128). The circulation towers were integrated into the design 
as triangular forms/shapes with a platform surrounding each of them. These can 
be seen on the West side of Fig. 128. Originally the towers were to have a bridge 
connecting them but this idea was discarded because the primary circulation function 
was interrupted.
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The plan (Fig. 129) was sketched many 
times using new ideas of spatial  
arrangements. It was thought to bring 
Christian Norberg-Schulz ideas of ‘place’ 
and ‘boundary’ into the complex to  
increase its coherency of spaces by  
replacing some walls with columns.
 This type of plan was successful in 
generating ideas of spatial size and ideas 
of connection within the complex.
 These two plans (Fig’s. 129 & 130) 
are interesting and important conditioning 
the thinking process employed to formulate 
the final plan.
N
Fig. 129. Fig. 130.
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Fig. 131.
Fig. 132.
4.9 Developed Design
Spatial knowledge gained and more familiarity with the site lead to a developed 
design process where the design would more or less reach its final form with possible 
further amendments to be added.
A finalized spatial diagram (Fig. 131) was completed using the earlier diagram.  
Fig. 106.
The diagram proved an easy way to connect spaces and enhance an effective spatial 
understanding necessary to develop floor plans.
A key is provided below the diagram (Fig. 132) to indicate what the links, sizes and 
colours mean. The size of the circle indicates the general size of the spaces within the 
complex, the orange square box indicates the spaces within the NZIA headquarters 
wing and the blue lines represent the primary circulation. This diagram relates to the 
section 4.3 Programme p. 43 involved in the beginning of the design process, most 
importantly for appropriate space sizes.
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2.
3.
1.
5.
4.
6.
7.8.
9.
11.
13.
12.
14.
16.
15.
17.
10.
18.
19.Ground Floor. Fig. 133.
1. Permanent Exhibition Space 1 (Central Reservoir)
2. Museum Staff Entry & Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Lift)
3. Museum Entry Atrium/Courtyard
4. Shop
5. Temporary Exhibition Courtyard Space
6. NZIA Auditorium
7. NZIA Administration
8. NZIA Lobby & Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Ramp/Lift)
9. Permanent Exhibition Space 2 (North East Reservoir)
10. ‘Sunken’ Childrens Play Space (Indoor-Outdoor
                                                        Sheltered by Library Above)
11. Vertical Circulation & Toilets (Stairs/Ramp/Lifts)
12. Tickets & Information
13. Museum Main Entry via Ramp (1m rise) & Public Access to  
      Thoroughfare
14. Open Cinema & Presentation Space in Temporary Exhibition 
      Courtyard Space
15. Loading Area for Shop, Library, and Cafe’
16. Cantilevered overhang of Primary Circulation & Gallery Above
17. NZIA Entry: Existing Building Staff (secure) Entry, Reservior   
      Entry via steps and Ramp for Visitors
18. Loading Entry Ramp for Storage Space underneath entire        
      complex.
19. Entry- Public Access to Thoroughfare next to Loading Ramp.
20. Storage Service Space - Vertical Circulation via Lift & Stairs
21. Vertical Circulation (Ramp/Lift/Stairs)
21.
20.
N
Fig. 133.
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3.
1.
2.
5.
6.
7.
4.
9.
10.
8.
11.
First Floor. Fig. 134.
1. Administration & Conference Space.
2.Library Level 1.
3. Vertical Circulation for Staff only.
4. Vertical Circulation (Ramp/Stairs/Lift)
5. Permanent Exhibition Space 1 (Central Reservoir)
6. Primary Circulation & Gallery Ramp (Level 1)
7. Permanent Exhibition Space 2 (North East Reservoir)
8. Vertical Circulation (Stairs & Lifts) & Toilets
9. NZIA Offices & Conference Space
10. NZIA Lobby & Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Ramp/Lift)
11. Bridge - Primary Circulation & Gallery Ramp (Level 1)
12. Deck
13. Storage Service Space - Vertical Circulation via Lift & Stairs
12.
13.
N
Fig. 134.
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Second Floor. Fig. 135.
1. NZIA & Museum Workshop & Research Space
2. NZIA Lobby & Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Ramp/Lift)
3. NZIA Student Gallery
4. Permanent Exhibition Void
5. Primary Circulation Gallery Ramp (Level 2)
6. Bridge - Primary Circulation & Gallery Ramp (Level 2)
7. Bridge - Primary Circulation & Gallery Ramp (Level 1)
8. Primary Circulation Gallery Ramp (Level 1)
9. Permanent Exhibition Void
10. Vertical Circulation (Ramp/Stairs/Lift)
11. Library (Level 2)
12. Museum Offices & Conference Space
13. Deck
14. Deck
15.Storage Service Space - Vertical Circulation via Lift   
     & Stairs
16. Void - Primary Circulation & Gallery
17. Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Lift) & Toilets
18. Vertical Circulation for Staff only.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
N
Fig. 135.
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Third Floor. Fig. 136.
1. Permanent Exhibition Void
2. Roof location
3. NZIA Staff Room/Bar & Kitchen
4. NZIA Courtyard and Deck Space
5. NZIA Lobby & Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Ramp/Lift)
6. NZIA Student Gallery
7. Bridge - Primary Circulation & Gallery Ramp (Level 2)
8. Vertical Circulation (Ramp/Stairs/Lift)
9. Gallery
10. Permanent Exhibition Void
11. Permanent Exhibition Void
12. Storage Service Space - Vertical Circulation via Lift   
      & Stairs
13. Museum Staff Room
14. Deck
15. Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Lift) & Toilets
16. Primary Circulation Ramp & Gallery (Level 2)
17. Vertical Circulation (Stairs/Lift) & Toilets
18. Vertical Circulation for Staff only.
1.
2.3.
4.
6.
5.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
N
Fig. 136
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Fourth Floor. Fig. 137.
1. Cafe’ & Kitchen
2. Permanent Exhibition Void
3. Permanent Exhibition Void
4. Permanent Exhibition Void
5. Vertical Circulation for Staff only
6. Vertical Circulation (Ramp/Stairs/Lifts)
7. Cafe’ Deck (Indoor-Outdoor)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
N
Fig. 137.
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Fig. 138.
South West/North East Section - 
Primary Circulation Gallery Ramp
Consideration of space involves the South West/
North East section (Fig. 138) along the primary  
circulation gallery ramp. The ramp is 176.5m in 
length and is broken into two levels. The first level’s 
floor plate is wider and is shaped to create voids for  
viewing exhibits. The second level has a narrower 
floor plate that follows the same shape as the lower 
level and is almost like a mezzanine floor where you 
can see most of the space below giving people  
different experiences of architecture at different 
levels.
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Museum of New Zealand architecture in distant
context.
Fig. 139.
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The Museum of New Zealand Architecture
Fig. 140.
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New Zealand Institute of Architects Headquarters Entrance on Khyber Pass 
Road. Fig. 141.
The balconies for the offices, workshops/research and bar/staff room can be 
seen above the entrance to the existing reservoir.
NZIA staff entry is in the existing bank building now with additions and the 
visitor entry is situated to the left in the concrete reservoir.
Fig. 141.
Fig. 142.
Museum Main Entry on Symonds Street. Fig. 142.
Museum staff entry is in the existing restaurant building to the left. Public entry is  
between the library/shop/café building on the right and the tall concrete ‘fins’ on the 
left. The primary circulation ramps and platforms can be seen hidden behind the 
atrium’s structure.
NZIA Visitor Entry NZIA Staff Entry Museum Staff Entry Museum Public Entry
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Fig. 143. Fig. 144. Fig. 145. Example of exhibit
Rear-view of Main Entry/Atrium. Fig. 143.
The entry to the temporary exhibition courtyard can be seen looking back through 
into the atrium area. To the left the desks for tickets and information can be seen 
against the concrete wall of the central reservoir. Above this area are the primary  
circulation ramps with viewing platforms attached to the sides. To the rear is the 
shop/library/café  building where the children’s play area is in the distance sheltered 
below the structure. The reading step/seats in the library can be seen through the 
transparent glass area looking into the atrium.
The Central Temporary Exhibition Courtyard. Fig. 144.
Between the reservoirs the colonnades lead into the central reservoir  
permanent exhibition space. In the temporary exhibition courtyard you can 
see an example of an architectural exhibit displayed.
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Level One of the Primary Circulation Gallery Ramp. Fig. 146.
This is in the area of the North East reservoir before the ramp becomes the 
bridge over the central temporary exhibition courtyard. Above is the second 
ramp which is narrower. The view to the right shows the central temporary  
exhibition courtyard with colonnades. The space over the reservoir will be 
enclosed in the finished design.
Fig. 146.
The North East Reservoir Permanent Exhibition Space. Fig. 147.
Both gallery ramps are shown passing over the top of the exhibition space 
bounded by the existing reservoir walls.
Fig. 147.
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Fig. 148
Fig. 149.
Level Two Primary Circulation Gallery Ramp. Fig. 148.
This is the central reservoir permanent exhibition area. The voids are where the  
exhibits can be seen on the left and right. The ramp gradually slopes down on two 
axis in this area. The first, the North South axis can be seen pointing towards the 
NZIA headquarters entry/lobby where archways can be seen and the South West/
North East axis leads down to the North East exhibition reservoir. The upper level 
ramp can be seen imitating the path of the lower ramp. The NZIA headquarters is the 
taller building seen at the rear.
The Café Viewing Platform. Fig. 149.
The café uses the fourth level shop/library/café block in the South West 
corner. This platform faces North and North West and looks down into the 
courtyard atrium space. The existing building used by the museum staff can 
also be seen in the background.
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South West/North East Section. Fig. 150 & 151.
This section is cut through the axis of the entire length of the primary  
circulation gallery ramps and can be seen passing over two concrete  
reservoir permanent exhibition spaces. A storage/exhibition area can be seen 
situated under the entire footprint of the exhibition spaces.
Fig. 150.
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Fig. 151.
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4.10 Design Outcome
The roof and surrounding structure will be fabricated using commercial timber 
components such as LVL beams and columns and timber ‘MultiPoles’  
(machined timber poles with hollow core) which have been used in the  
structure of Jasmax’s Tuhoe Te Uru Taumatua project of 2013-14 (See p. 
108), thus partly aligning with Pacific design such as ‘stick’ construction.  
Using the existing concrete reservoir floor as a base, columns, ramps,  
platforms and their supporting structure are formed in concrete. Fig. 152.
Fig. 152.
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The primary circulation gallery ramp will be supported by large concrete fins 
which will allow them to conform with the significant entrance structure appearance. 
Fig’s 153, 154 and 155 show that the concrete fin structure members also act as the 
walls which will present drawings, pictures and models as in a gallery. 
Fig. 153. Fig. 154.
Fig. 155.
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The staff’s working environment and experience is just as important 
as the visitor’s experience. This is a museum of architecture and designing 
healthy living and working environments is one the most important tasks.  
This section (Fig. 157) is a proposed modification of the NZIA headquarters. 
The block is quite long from North to South and so a light well will be  
channeled through its centre to allow sunlight throughout the majority of the  
headquarters block. The floor plates surrounding the light well will be linked 
by several bridges. Views from the headquarters spaces out to the  
surrounding context and into the museum complex are also shown in this 
section.
 Fig. 156 is a sectional sketch of an unresolved space for the  
museum auditorium as yet not incorporated in the plan.
Fig. 156.
Fig. 157.
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This thesis ‘A Museum of New Zealand Architecture’ results from an attempt to adapt 
the current museum strategies of collection, conservation and display in an attractive 
manner thus engaging observers in a mode not presently available in this country. It 
would create a sensual experience benefiting the public and architecture as a  
profession in one dedicated place.
 Issues addressed included the impact of architecture on living within the 
environment, the reality of architecture using display techniques entry, circulation and 
spatial complexities. The museum’s appearance would ideally have a presence that 
would not override the appeal of the exhibits.
 A site selection process was undertaken searching for possible positive 
attributes and their relevance to the project. After an extensive site analysis involving 
many site visits the one located on Symonds Street was selected.
The use of ‘High-realism’ theories and Maori fortification design along relevant site 
features had a strong influence on the project. The finished project needed to be 
large enough to accommodate large exhibits, events involving large crowds and a 
comprehensive headquarters for the New Zealand Institute of Architects. The latter 
would strengthen its communication with the public and the network of New Zealand 
architectural institutions.
 It was sort to provide adequate access involving a circulation system that ties 
the large complex together and allows communication with the exhibits using ramps 
platforms and galleries. A thoroughfare was provided to induce more public  
utilization. Much importance was placed on the use of flexible vertical spaces that 
other museums have not tested.
 Many hours of research were carried out using the internet, architectural 
books and magazines in order to source inspiration for the eventual design. Local 
museums were visited seeking suitable ideas affecting the design of spaces other 
than those used for exhibits. Otherwise there was little knowledge that was of use.
As a result of extensive research, design and planning, the intention of this 
thesis should be achievable. 
5.0 CONCLUSION
Considering possible future directions the existing plan allows for future  
alteration of space both laterally and vertically in dimension to accommodate  
unenvisaged additional objects.
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7.0 FIGURES
All of the following figures that are not referenced (unamed), are the work of the  
author:
Fig 1: Eastern side of rservoirs looking towards North up Burleigh Street
Fig 2: Reproduced from http://catholicityandcovenant.blogspot.co.nz/2011/02/churchs-hope-filled-lament.
html
Fig 3: Reproduced from http://www.theguardian.com/science/2012/feb/16/stonehenge-based-magi-
cal-auditory-illusion
Fig 4: Voyager New Zealand Maritime Museum
Fig 5: Reproduced from http://www.freepik.com/free-photo/wood--timber--tree--beige_195911.htm
Fig 6: Concrete Texture no. 1 from concrete reservior in Eden Terrace
Fig 7: Concrete Texture no. 2 from concrete reservior in Eden Terrace
Fig 8: Church in Italy
Fig 9: Reproduced from http://www.architonic.com/ntsht/mind-the-gap-architects-fitting-extraordinary-
buildings-into-small-spaces/7000665
Fig 10. Space in Serial Vision Sienna, Italy
Fig 11: Jasmax and BVN Donovan Hill ASB North Wharf under construction
Fig 12: Reproduced from http://www.forthea.com/blog/2011/07/14/forthea-weekly-posts-on-what’s-
inspiring-us-2/
Fig 13: Urban Constellation- Contemporary Architecture Museum
Fig 14: Reproduced from http://www.archdaily.com/253476/urban-constellation-museum-of-contempo-
rary-architecture-exhibition-scheme-kr-architects/lb_hz_13_v3/
Fig 15: Reproduced from http://www.architectural-review.com/essays/typology-quarterly-muse-
ums/8640202.article
Fig 16: Reproduced from http://www.architectural-review.com/essays/typology-quarterly-muse-
ums/8640202.article
Fig 17: Reproduced from http://www.architectural-review.com/essays/typology-quarterly-muse-
ums/8640202.article
Fig 18: Reproduced from http://www.architectural-review.com/essays/typology-quarterly-muse-
ums/8640202.article
Fig 19: Museum North Atrium and Ionic Columns
Fig 20: Maori meeting house exhibition
Fig 21: unamed
Fig 22: NZL32 Exhibition space much larger in scale than compared with smaller boats spaces
Fig 23: Looking back down ramp,
Fig 24: Unamed
Fig 25: Exhibition is free plan some planes fly up in the sky meeting with people viewing from the
           mezzanine floor shown in the distance. Large timber structure shown.
Fig 26: unamed
Fig 27: Reproduction from http://www.venusbuzz.com/archives/42683/12-grand-architectural-sustainable-
designs-by-foster-partners/the-great-court-at-the-british-museum-01/
Fig 28: Reproduction from http://www.hdrphotography.co/2011/01/british-museum/
Fig 29: Reproduction from foster and partners thoroughfare section http://www.fosterandpartners.com/
media/Projects/0793/drawings/img7.jpg 
Fig 30: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 31: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 32: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 33: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 34: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 35: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 36: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 37: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 38: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig 39: 
Fig 40: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig’s: 41-66 are unamed
Fig 67: Section of Maori pa
Fig 68: Plan of Stockade Village
Fig 69: ‘The Wita Barrier’ a form of braced Stockade
Fig 70: A Fortified Village showing its platform structures
Fig’s: unnamed are 71-103.
Fig 104: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig’s: 105-107 are unnamed
Fig 108: Reproduction from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/
Fig’s: 109-144 are unnamed.
Fig 145: Reproduction of http://media2.architecturemedia.net/site_media/media/
Fig’s: 146-157 are unnamed.
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APPENDIX A
Data Collection
The design process was initiated with a data collection process 
involving prominant New Zealand architects who had a knowledge basis for 
this writing and type of project this design process is going to discover. This 
involved questions and discussion about engagement with works in a museum 
and New Zealand’s history and general public appraisal of its architecture. The 
data collection helped the project become more accurate in terms of its relation 
to architecture practice in New Zealand and how this project could be effective 
in terms of the needs of local architects. The data collection needed to provide 
information and set a direction for a place for architects and a place where 
architecture could gain appraisal from the general public.
The information gathered from the data collection was analysed and divided 
into four different brainstorms:
To Improve Peoples Approach Towards NZ Architecture through 
this Museum: 
To Improve Peoples Approach Towards NZ Architecture through 
this Museum:
Patrick Clifford: We need to.
                        Institution - Dynamic - Changing = Yes.
                        Enjoyable.
Pip Cheshire:   Architects in New Zealand are very confused. People don’t 
know what ‘space’ is. We need to carefully explain and portray what it is.
                       “The Elegant Shed”.       
Importance to ‘Context’:
David Mitchell: Stand alone in context.
Marshall Cook: Appropriateness of place (but should stand out).
                        eg. Folk Arts in New York - Museum.
Patrick Clifford: “Everything needs relationship”
                         Appropriate to context = Good architecture.
Pip Cheshire:     Not Relevant.
                          It’s (context) a ‘monocultural’ approach - impossible to 
achieve.
Location in Auckland for a New Zealand Architecture Museum:
David Mitchell: Downtown Auckland
Marshall Cook: Top of Symonds Street, Mt. Eden Road intersection, next to 
Galbraiths.
Patrick Clifford: Attached to: Auckland Museum, Auckland City Art Gallery, 
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Pip Cheshire: North Wharf?
                      Authentic Experience - Renovated Old Warehouse - ‘Dirty and 
Gritty’ -   
                      Big - Big Space - Dead Industry - About Society - Industrial 
Pilgrimage.
                      eg. Freezing Works in Onehunga.
Engage with Works
Engage with Works:
David Mitchell: Always changing shows
                       ‘cross-sections’ - “Point things out to people”.
Marshall Cook: Physical Engagement - Show the process
                        Physical models in context - Boundaries.
Patrick Clifford: Museum - Permeable
                        ‘Engage’ Gallery - models.
Pip Cheshire: Sight, Smell, Touch, Memory.
Collecting and Conserving:
David Mitchell: “Makes people look at things”.
Marshall Cook: =Main role - and Display and Educate.
Patrick Clifford: Important culturally
                        Study, comparison, development
                        Reference point for future
                        Awareness, education.
Pip Cheshire: No Role.
Today’s Museum:
David Mitchell: Renzo Piano - Beyeler Foundation Museum
                                            - Menil Collection
                        Piano & Rogers - Pompidou Centre
                        Louis Kahn - Kimbell Art Museum
                        ‘Freedom’.
Marshall Cook: Entertainment rather than Learning
                        More ‘Display’ and ‘Action’ rather than Education
                        Maritime Museum - Pete Bossley
                        Brewster Gallery (Concept) - Pattersons.
Patrick Clifford: More ‘Dynamic’ - more controlled pathways
                        Should Be ‘Free Plan’ - Collection of rooms
                        Summer Exhibition, Royal Academy, England.
Pip Cheshire: Place in Istanbul?
                      Carlo Scarpa (fit-out) in Venice.
Display Techniques for Architecture
Display Techniques for Architecture:
David Mitchell: Big spaces, small spaces
                        Walls, screens, objects
                        Various uses of spaces
Marshall Cook: Models
                        Museum in Tokyo.
Patrick Clifford: Model, bits of buildings, drawings/descriptions, groups of things.
                         e.g. Te Papa competition entries - ‘Comparitive sense’.
Pip Cheshire: Models, immensive things (Not digital)
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e.g. New York - ‘Mad Transformers’ - ‘Little gestures’.
‘Static’ & ‘Dynamic’ Museum to work with ‘Change’:
David Mitchell: Changing shows = “Always”
                       Remember - workshops and curators
                       Gallery - Natural light on South side
                       One door and more ‘routes of travel’
                       1/3 to 1/4 of museum is ‘Non public stuff’
                       e.g. Storage, service rooms, access etc.
Patrick Clifford: ‘Dynamic’ programme (change)
                         ‘Static’ - building.
Pip Cheshire: e.g. Venice Biennale - Anupama Kundoo
                            Sagrada Familia, Spain - NZ. architect.
‘Experience’ in this Type of Museum:
David Mitchell: Encouraging people through a public building
                        Look at Mitchell & Stout’s projects, e.g. Tauranga Art gallery,  
                        Lopdell House Redevelopment, and NEW Contemporary Art
                        Gallery Auckland City
                        “You don’t have to go back the
                         way you came”
                         Getting the public through a good
                         route of travel
                         ‘Light’.
Patrick Clifford: “It can’t be the real thing, but can try get there”
                         Accept that it is a museum.
Pip Cheshire: ‘Provocation’?                      
Current State of Nations Perception Towards New Zealand  
Architecture
Current State of Nation Perception Towards New Zealand Architecture:
David Mitchell: “Most of them don’t think about it”.
Marshall Cook: New Zealand varies in different regions...Ted McCoy’s in 
Dunedin...
                        Christchurch...Hawkes Bay...Nelson Irvine Jack Smith
                        New Zealand = Personality driven - rather than - Product.
Patrick Clifford: Respectful, interested - Appreciated when done well.
Pip Cheshire: Very poor - Not good in Christchurch - Good at housing.
Group Architects and their importance and other ‘styles’ and ‘vernaculars’
important for a Museum of New Zealand Architecture:
David Mitchell: ‘Line of Architecture’ continues...
                        Domestic architecture
                        Structurally expressive
                        Craftsmanship.
Marshall Cook: Created an awareness of the relevance of the building (the 
Group)
                        How it worked, idea, technology, others...(Auckland)
                        Rigby : Mullan, Warwick?, David Swann, Smith Newman 
Greenhough,
                        Mark-Brown Fairhead, Des Mullan, Colin Cameron etc.
Patrick Clifford: ‘Important’, West Coast USA - They did here (the Group)
                         ‘Spirit’, Open, Engaging - “Heaps more...”.
Pip Cheshire: “No interest” (the Group)
                      Need to “Dig a hole”, its New Zealand - Maori Pa’s
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Rick Pearson:
1. Collectiing and Conserving  = ‘Cabinets of Curiosity’.
2. Comparitive
3. Was (the Past) = ‘Inwardness’: Now (the Present) = ‘Outwardness:
                                 -Collecting                                                -Knowledge
                                 -Preserving                                               -Education
                                 -Cabinets                                                  -Visitor centres
                                                                                                  -Entertainment
4. Spatial Typologies:
5. Taxonomy of Architecture:
spaces include...
‘Dark’ - ‘Light’, ‘Open’ - ‘Closure’, ‘Public’ - ‘Private’ (Elements of Space)
6. ‘Intersticial Space’ = Between Spaces (Intermediate Space)
7. ‘Linear Experience’ = One thing - To another
8. ‘Anything could be Space in Architeccture’.
Important in New Zealand Architecture History:
David Mitchell: Group Architects - Bill Wilson = Very influential
                        Miles Warren, Peter Beaven - Christchurch
                        Ted McCoy - Dunedin
                        Roger Walker, Ian Athfield
                        ‘The Elegant Shed’.
Marshall Cook: Origin of ideas
                        Local or Japan, Western imported ideas
                        David Mitchell, Ian Athfield - Have their own ‘style’...
Patrick Clifford: Fair survey (of our architecture, built environment)
                        Pre-European
                        Interested at architecture at every level:
                        Places, Cities, General understanding, Urban Environment at 
large,
                        individual buildings, towns, cities, broader built environment.
Pip Cheshire: Joints were made...
                      Construction of buildings - Mechanisation - Power tools e.g. 
digital,
                      CNC etc.
                      ‘Spatial’
                      Simulations of buildings that no longer exist e.g. Christchurch 
Cathedral
                      Space, Light, Materials
                      Need to experience - e.g. James Turrell on Light.
Not sit lightly on ground, thats not New Zealand.
Hurst Seager, Mountfort, Paul Pascoe, Miles Warren, Aimer Draffin, 
Peter Beaven, Gummer & Ford etc.
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Areas of highest density of architecture
practices in Auckland are located with
red dotted box’s:
Density 1: CBD
Density 2: Parnell
Initial Site and Design Concept
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Parnell Densification of Practices
In-Between Space of the two most  
densified areas of architecture practices. 
Site to be located in hereCBD Densification of Practices
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Location
The Strand/Parnell
This gradual winding road reaching from the motorway and almost touching 
the ports of Auckland provides the tarmac river and divider between  
Auckland City and Parnell, this is ‘The Strand’. This area is interesting being it 
is reclaimed land of what is and what was Mechanics Bay.
The interesting diversity of commercial development around the area set quite 
a character. Character was also dynamic in this place, trains and container 
trucks become a typical characteristic of the fast moving place. The bridge for 
the train becomes a great interference and industrial axis, driving over Parnell 
Rise and ‘The Strand’.
There is also the great inclination of Parnell Rise, bustling with business and 
creative industries, especially architecture, and the triangular Fraser park 
dividing Parnell rise from Parnell road. providing a beautiful green space for 
pedestrians to eat their lunch with a nice on look onto grafton and the trees 
over shadowing Auckland University, to the city beyond.
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Original Site Design 
Concept
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Pic. 1: Becroft House by Peter Middleton and Harry Turbott (1962-63)
Pic 2: Megson House by Claude Megson (1972-83)
Pic 3: Athfield House and Office by Ian Athfield (1965-present)
Pic 4: Britten House by Roger Walker (1974)
Pic 5: Tonbridge Mews by Peter Beaven (1974)
Pic 6: Martin House by John Scott (1970)
Pic 7: ‘The First House’ by Group Architects (1949-50)
Pic 8: Birkinshaw House by Vernon Brown (1944-50)
New Zealand Architecture
1. 2.
3. 4.
5. 6. 7.
8.
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Christchurch Cathedral
Auckland Railway Station by Gummer & Ford 
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Massey House by Plischke & Firth
Parnell Baths by Tibor K. Donner
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Tuhoe Te Uru Taumatua by Jasmax (2013-14)
Tuhoe Te Uru Taumatua by Jasmax (2013-14)
Warren & Mahoney Harewood Crematorium
Jasmax - Tuhoe
by Ivan Mercep
An influence on the 
structure of the 
design.
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APPENDIX B











